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ABSTRACT 

This test plan defines the XECF Test Program and serves as an engineering 

basis for the conduct ofthe tests. It includes a description of the test item, 

the test objectives, tests to be performed, engine assembly and installation, 

post-test operations and other pertinent information. It provides the info

rmation necessary to initiate the long range planning for conduct of the test 

and forms a basis for all test documentation. 

f?^hr/^/:^ 
Q, M. Rice 
rogram Manager 
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I, SCOPE 

A. PURPOSE 

This document defines the Experimental Engine Cold Flow (XECF) Program 

and serves as the engineering basis for the conduct of the XECF Test Program, It 

performs the following functionsi 

1, It establishes the scope of the XECF Test Program and includes 

a description of the test item, the test objectives, tests to be performed, engine 

assembly and installation, post-test operations, and other pertinent Information. 

2, It provides the information necessary to initiate the long range 

planning required for the conduct of the test, 

3, It forms a basis for all other test documentation. It serves as 

a basis for establishing the requirements for the test specification, a document 

which will provide the pertinent engineering information and requirements for con

ducting all phases of the test program. 

B, DESCRIPTION OF MAJOR SECTIONS 

The major sections of the XECF Test Plan are as follows: 

1. Introduction 

This section presents background Information and states generally 

what will be accomplished by the program. 

2. Test Objectives 

The objectives are defined for checking out the facility and 

engine as an Integrated unit, for providing startup Information for the XE-1, for 

verifying the data obtained from the Cold Flow Development Test System (CFDTS), 

and for obtaining cooldown system Information. 
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3. Description of XECF System 

The XECF configuration is described and major differences between 

the XECF and XE-1 are discussed. 

h. Engine Assembly and Installation 

The XECF requirements for the preliminary assembly, shipment to 

the Nuclear Rocket Development Station (NRDS), reassembly and installation into the 

test stand are specified, 

5. Testing 

The tests to be run and the requirements for conducting the various 

test phases in order to meet the test objectives are discussed. 

6, Post-Test Operations 

This section establishes the requirements for the removal of the 

engine from the test stand, disassembly into components or sub-assemblies, and 

the disposition of hardware. 
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II, INTRODUCTION 

The XECF is a fu l l - sca le , NERVA XE-1, hot-bleed-rocket engine with an unfueled 

reactor assembly (See Figure 1 for XE-1 Engine Concept). This system i s a logica l 

extension of the CFDTS Program conducted a t the Aerojet-General Corporation, 

Sacramento, and provides an opportunity for verifying cer ta in planned XE operational 

procedures as well as for checking out the E-MAD and ETS-1 f a c i l i t i e s . The major 

operations to be verif ied include engine assembly, remote handling capabi l i ty; 

remote i n s t a l l a t i on in ETS-lj s ta r tup and shutdown operation of the NES, ETC, and 

f a c i l i t i e s ; and p a r t i a l engine instrumentation and controls system operation. In 

addit ion, the XECF wi l l be used to confirm the XECF systems analysis as well as 

verify CFDTS chilldown and star tup t e s t data; to es tabl ish the mode of s tar tup for 

the XE-1; to p a r t i a l l y verify f a c i l i t y capabil i ty for normal and emergency cooldown; 

and to conduct a vibrat ion t e s t of the engine and reactor system. 

The XECF wi l l u t i l i z e the pressure vessel , reactor assembly, and nozzle from 

the CFDTS- This assembly contains the same unfueled reactor assembly u t i l ized in 

the NRX-Al t e s t s . The propellant feed line assemblies, upper and lower thrus t 

s tructure assemblies (UTS and LTS), turbopump assembly (TPA) , shield, instrumentation 

and interfaces wi l l duplicate the configuration of the XE-1 as closely as possible . 

The XECF w i l l be pre-assembled a t Sacramento. After ver i f ica t ion of assembly, 

remote handling capab i l i t i e s , and f i t t i n g of the UTS/TSA in terface , the system wi l l 

be disassembled and shipped to NRDS, Nevada, in the same manner as intended for 

shipment of the XE-1. At NRDS the XECF wi l l be assembled a t the E-MAD Building 

(see Figure 2, E-MA.D Complex), moved to ETS-1 (See Figure 3, ETS-1 Complex) with 

the Engine I n s t a l l a t i o n Vehicle ( E I V ) , and ins ta l led in the t e s t stand u t i l i z ing 

remote techniques (See Figure k, XECF in Test Stand Models). Pr ior to XECF i n s t a l l a 

t ion in ETS-1, the operation of the f a c i l i t y w i l l have been verif ied in accordance 

with the ETS-1 Activation Specification (Reference l) and the NES Design Demonstration 

Tests as described in Reference (2) . The instrumentation and controls applicable 

to XECF w i l l be checked out and the proper functioning of the f a c i l i t y and NES 

ver i f ied . The engine w i l l be ins ta l led in ETS-1 and t e s t s w i l l be run to simulate 

3 
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Figure 2 

E-MAD Complex 
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Figure 3 

ETS-1 Complex 
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Figure k 

XECF in Test Stand (Model) 
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the chilldown and b o o t s t r a p phases of the XE-1 ope ra t ion , t o study engine cooldown 

and shutdown t echn iques , t o s imulate system malfunct ions , and bo conduct a v i b r a 

t i o n survey. The XECF w i l l then be removed from the t e s t s tand u t i l i z i n g remote 

techniques and re tu rned t o the E-MAD Bui ld ing . 

P r i o r t o complete disassembly, the 3CECF w i l l be used t o r e f ine remote 

UTS replacement t e chn iques . During disassembly the XECF w i l l be used t o develop 

remote XE disassembly methods. The UTS module w i l l be r e t a i n e d a t E-MAD as the 

spare fo r XE-1 and XE-2 and the XECF e x t e r n a l s h i e l d w i l l be r e t a i n e d fo r use on 

XE-2. 
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TEST OBJECTIVES 

Tiie general objectives to be achieved by the XECF testing and a d^scuss.^on 

of these objectives are listed below, 

1, Verify the remote mechanical, electrical, and fluid interface operation 

during installation and removal of the engine from the stand. 

The remote installation and removal of XEiCF will be used to verify 

installation and removal procedures for XL'-1„ 

All connections between the engine and the test stand adapter are Ccip-

able of remote mate-up and both manual and remote release. The purpose of the remote 

interface is to permit the installation and removal of a radioactive engine with 

the EIV. 

The installation and removal of XECF into and out of the test stand 

will be accomplished with the EIV utilizing remote alignment and Installation 

techniques. This will provide final verification of the ISA and UTS design and tnc 

interface testing program carried oat at Aerojet, Sacramento„ 

2„ Provide training for NTO personael for future XI! programs» 

Since the XECF will be the first engine system assembled in E-̂'If̂.? a'"l 

installed and tested in the ETS-1 facility, a primary benefit from t^e operation 

will be to familiarize the operators and test eonauctois with tne engine system, 

and GSE equipment and procedures. Si ice XF Ĵ  utilizes an n̂fijicrled reactor, fa.'^i g 

can be accomplished without concern foi; possible radiation hazard to personrel., 

3. Demonstrate the adequacy of the Engine Installation Vehicle (EIV) 

to install and remove an assembled engine. 

The EIV will have been checked out at NRDS using the Weight ana Enve 

lope Mockup (WEMU) in ETS-1. The installation and removal experience with the: 

XECF will further demonstrate the adequacy of the IlZi to perform its functioa. 
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k. Check out the interaction of the Test Stand Control System (TSCS) with 

the Engine Control System (ECS) and Facility Control System (FCS). 

The TSCS, ECS and FCS will each have been checked separately and as an 

integrated unit using the TSCS simulator prior to XECF testing to assure proper 

functioning of all components and verify system compatibility. The XECF operations 

will be utilized to demonstrate compatibility of the controls systems with the 

engine within the range attainable in this program. A checkout of the test stand 

neutronics Instrumentation will be made using the remote source checkout system, 

5» Evaluate the performance of subsystems and components during startup, 

shutdown and chilldown when assembled as an integrated unit. 

The XECF will permit the evaluation of the components and subsystems 

performance during startup, shutdown and chilldown when assembled as an integrated 

unit. Although they will have been subjected to rigorous subsystem and component 

testing, some subsystems and components, such as the pneumatics system and the pro

pellant shutoff valve, have never been operated in an integrated engine system. The 

XECF program will permit additional design verification of the subsystems and compo

nents prior to being utilized in a nuclear environment, 

6, Verify the evacuation and purge sequences for the engine. 

The planned method for evacuating an purging of XE-1 will be verified 

on XECF, 

7, Verify the propellant supply line chilldown techniques. 

Propellant supply line chilldown methods have been demonstrated on the 

CFDTS program. These tests will be used (in conjunction with facility experiments) 

as the basis for the chilldown techniques utilized for XE-1. 

10 



8o Evaluation of cryogenic pumping and liqc-id nitrogen effects. 

The cryogenic pumping effects and liquid nitrogen condensation prod...ced 

during engine chilldown and operation will be evaluated to determine if any adverse 

effects to engine operation occur. 

9. Verify the NTO XE-1 operating procedures. 

Procedures for receiving, inspection, assembly, transport and installation, 

checkout, operational testing, removal and disassembly will be prepared by NTO pr'̂ or 

to the start of each activity, Ihe XECF will be shipped to NRDS m the same manner 

as planned for XE-1 and as manysut)seqa,ent operations as feasible will be haraied 

the same as those planned for XE-l, 

10. Verify bootstrap startup Sfaquencts foi XI,-1. 

Optimum startup procedures for the engine, as determined by the CFDIS 

and NRX/EST testing, will be selected for initial ^se on tne XECF, Tne XE.̂ ? test 

results will be utilized for establishing the XE-1 startup conditions. The adeqjac/ 

of the pressure control loop during startup will be verified. 

The normal and emergency cooldown modes w^ll "be checked ĉ .t, w.thm 

tJae limits allowed Dy the XECF test article, BecauSf- of XE^F pressure and tenapê -

ature limitations, the engine cooldown techniques and val\c sequencing can bt 

performed to determine circuit delay intervals, Ics-'s will be performed with aJ I 

fluids that will be utilized on the XE-i for the various cooldown modes. 
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12. Verify Interaction of engine instrumentation with facility instru

mentation and data acquisition systems. 

The XECF Instrumentation within the UT'S will duplicate that of XE~1 

as closely as possible, except that because of the lower operating pressure range 

of the XECF, lower ranged pressure transducers will be used and there will be no 

engine neutronlc Instrumentation. The remaining transducers will duplicate those 

for the XE-1 as closely as possible. As a consequence, XECF results relative to 

transducers and readout systems will be directly applicable to subsequent XE testing. 

13" Demonstrate the adequacy of the engine emergency release system. 

The engine is held to the test stand adapter by nut plate assemblies. 

In the event that galling occurs or a remote actuator falls, an emergency release 

system has been provided. A test will be performed to demonstrate removal of the 

XECF from the test stand by operation of the emergency system. 

ik. Compare ETS-1 cold flow data with that obtained from the H-^ Facility 

in Sacramento. 

Some of the XECl' testing will be essentially identical to that per

formed on the CFDTS at the H-5 Test Area in Sacramento. This will permit direct 

comparison of the data from the two facilities, thereby providing a basis for 

prediction of expected performance of a test article in ETS-1 as a result of data 

obtained in the H-5 Facility. 

15. Evaluate the performance of the pneumatic control drjm actuators 

utilizing both mockup and prototype units. 

The intent is to perform simulated torque measurements on all twelve 

drums and measure actuator coolant, and exhaust gas temperatures and pressures on 

one mockup actuator. Acceleration and structural temperature measurements are 

12 
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also to be made on the mockup actuator. In addition, d e procotype aetiator ŵ tti 

a load simulator will be provided for use as a checkout of the XE control cireuiGry 

and pneumatic system. 

16. To obtain data for Improvement of analytical models. 

The intent of this objective is to utilize system test data to improve 

transient mathematical models. The computer models which are used to predict XECF 

system performance will be revised as necessary to reflect actual test results. 

Through this knowledge, the models of the XE Engine can be improved and the con

fidence m XE behavior predictiois will be e..nanced. 

17. To perform tests which are related to startjp, shutdown and cooldown 

malfunctions, 

Tests will be cond cted simulating postulated malfunctions as related 

to engine startup, shutdown, and cooldown to determine the effects on the engine 

system and possible remedial actions, 

18. To verify the adequacy of the NLS and ETC for engine startup and 

shutdown conditions. 

The XECF test program will partially duplicate engine startup and 

shu.tdown conditions. Therefore, the adequacy of the NES ana ETC for tnese conditions 

will be partially verified. This includes the adequacy of the secondary ejection 

system for these • onditions and ̂ he adequacy of the ETC p-rge. 

19. To obtain data for predicting engine vibration loadings dur±ng power 

testing. 

It is necessary to substantiate that during XE full power testing, 

the engine and its subsystems will not be subjected to a "g" loading greater than 

eitner the design loads or the loads measured during previous reactor firings. 

13 



The test findings will be the major input for a dynamic response analysis which will 

then predict dynamic loading during power testing. 

20, To cold flow acceptance test the UTS Module for use as a spare for 

XE-1 and XE-2. 

The utilization of the UTS Module in the XECF tests will demonstrate its 

acceptability for use as the spare for XE-1 and XE-2 engines. 

1^ 



IV. DESCRIPTION OF XECF SYSTEM 

A. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS AND DRAWINGS 

The complete list of documents and drawings describing the configuration 

of the XECF is included in the Reference section of this test plan. 

B. ENGINE DESCRIPTION 

1. Overall Engine System Description 

The engine system to be used for this program will be that defined 

in Reference 3 and Figure 5 (Piping Diagram, XECF). 

This engine system duplicates as closely as possible the Hot-Bleed, 

Externally Shielded, Nuclear Rocket Engine, XE-1 configuration as described in Ref

erence h. The XECF design consists of the following major subsystems: 

a. A propellant feed system with turbopump assembly and connect

ing lines for propellant flow. 

b. A reactor assembly incorporating an unfueled graphite core 

assembly, beryllium reflector assembly and simulated internal shield. 

c. A thrust chamber assembly consisting of a pressure vessel and 

nozzle assembly. 

d. An external shield with penetrations for fluid lines and con

trol drum actuator shafts. 

e. An upper and lower thrust structure to transmit the engine 

loads to the test stand adapter, to join the thrust chamber assembly and shield 

assembly and to support various components. 

15 
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f. A pneumatic system for the engine components actuators, 

g. A control system to provide the prescribed engine operations, 

h. A diagnostic instrumentation system. (See the XECF Measure

ments Requirements List, Reference 50 

With the exception of the instrumentationj the Upper Thrust Structure 

(UTS) module will be as similar to the XE-1 configuration as practlca_ and will 

later be used as the spare for the XE-1 and XE-2 UTS module. The components of the 

UTS will meet the mechanical^ electrical, and fluid interface requirements of the 

engine. 

The unfueled reactor subassembly is the same one used for the CFDIo 

tests and earlier for NRX-Al tests. The nozzle and pressure vessel are also tno 

same as those used for CFDTS. 

2, Comparison Between XECF and XE-1 Configuration 

Because some of the CFDTS components are being uoilized in the 

XECF program, differences will exist between the XECF and XE-1 configurations. 

These differences are briefly discussed below, v̂ ith the exception of those 

differences noted belowj the XECF and XE-1 configuration will be identical, 

a. Pressure Vessel 

Ihe XECF pressure vessel Is llm.ited in operation to pCC psj-g 

at urtDient temperature whereas the XE-1 unit is rated to TUL psig at am_tient tem

perature. This limitation is due to the addition of six 1-in, diameter ports in the 

aft end of the cylinder for CFDTS leqairement^, 

The XECF closure has a capped-off 5-in» diameter port at its 

center. 

IT 



The closure flanges for the XECF are different than the XE-1. 

The closure bolt hole pattern diameter is 52.000-in. for XE-1 vs. 52.360-in, for 

XECF. The closure to pressure vessel cylinder seal is Inboard of the bolts on XECF 

compared to outboard the bolts on XE-l,* and "K" seals have been added under the XB-1 

closure bolts. 

The method of attachment of guide tubes for the XE-l will be 

Marman clamps with Conoseals. However, the XECF closure has a threaded fitting with 

a "K" seal. Consequently, there will be an adapter, threaded on one end with a 

Marman type flange on the other, to connect the guide tubes to the closure. 

The instrumentation ports for XECF will have a Bar-X seal 

whereas the XE-1 design is a threaded port with a welded and brazed instrumentation 

plug. 

b. Reactor 

The XECF reactor is unfueled and was previously used on NRX~A1 

and CFDTS. The inner reflector preload for XECF with the nozzle installed is 17,000 

pounds compared with 27.? 000 pounds for XE-1, The XECF control drums will not turn 

since they are mechanically locked to the outer reflector. 

c. Control Drum Actuators 

The XECF control drum actuators are mocked-up to simulate as 

closely as practical the envelope, installation, flow and electrical requirements 

of the XE-1 pneumatic actuators in order to evaluate measurement and instrumentation 

techniques. A torque is applied to each drum shaft by a spring in order to evaluate 

torque transducer performance. One prototype actuator with a load simulator will be 

provided for use as a checkout of the ETS-1 control circuitry. This prototype actu

ator will not be installed on the XECF but will be located on the test stand floor. 

Therefore, extensions of the controls instrumentation and pneumatic systems to this 

actuator will be required. 

18 



d. Instrumentation 

Because of the significantly lower pressures and temperatures 

for XECF as compared to XE-1, the ranges of some transducers are different for the 

two engines. Also, the instrumentation inside the pressure vessel for XECF lb lim

ited to that existing at the conclusion of CFDTS testing. Specific Instrumentation 

differences for the two engines can be determined by examination of the XE/XECF Mea

surement Requirements List (Reference 5) and the instrumentation diagram for each 

configuration. 

The XE-1 requires more instrumentation wiring extending from 

the nozzle to the upper thrust structure than is planned for XECF. Consequently, 

the XECF will have a simulation of this wiring routing. 

e. Engine Controls System 

The controls requirements for the XECF will be basically the 

same as those specified for the XE-1 (See Reference k) with the exception that the 

XECF will not require any nucleonics or chamber temperature controls. 

19 
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V. ENGINE ASSEMBLY AND INSTALLATION 

The assembly sequence and all pertinent engineering requirements including 

electrical checks, leak checks and allowable leak rates will be delineated in the 

XECF Test Specification. 

A. XECF ASSEMBLY AT AEROJET, SACRAMENTO 

Initial assembly of the XECF components into a complete engine^ with the 

exception of certain transducers, will be accomplished at Sacramento in accordance 

with the procedures and equipment specified in the XECF Test Specification and the 

Operational Support Plan (Reference 6). During this assembly the engine and &SE 

designers will be readily available to confirm the adequacy of the design relative 

to the engine assembly process. 

B. MATING TESTS WITH THE TEST STAND AMPTEP (TSA ) AI SACRAMENTO 

Upon completion of the XECF assembly, tests will be conducted at Sac

ramento, to verify that the remote interface of the XECF mates with the ccrrespond

ing TSA interface. These tests will include electrical continuity tests and 

mechanical interface tests, as well as leak checks of the fluid systems. 

The TSA for ETS-1 will be available in Sacramento for these tests. 

Successful completion of these tests will confirm that the TSA and XECF configura

tions bhlpped to IRDS are compatible. 

The UIS will also be mated to tie TSA Design Aid to verify that it nas 

the same interface as the ISA. This is necessary because the TSA Design Aid will 

be Ubed as a checKout device for the XE-1 and XE-2 remote Interfaces, 

C. XECF DISASSaiBLY AND SHIPMENT 

Following the TSA/XECF mating tests, the XECF will be disassembled and 

shipped to NRDS. The level of disassembly and method of shipment will be identical 

21 



to that planned for the XE-1. This will consist of disassembling the unit into the 

following basic component groups: The pressure vessel and reactor assembly (PVARA) 

which will be shipped as a unit in the ¥ANL-provided equipment with the major axis 

in the vertical posltioni the external shield, upper thrust structure, lower thrust 

structure, TPA, nozzle, propellant feed lines, valves and miscellaneous components. 

D, XECF ASSEMBLY AT NRDS 

The XECF will be received and inspected at NRDS and subsequently assem

bled In the Cold Bay of the E-MAD Building. The assembly shall be accomplished in 

accordance with the XECF Test Specification and NTO detailed assembly procedures. 

This assembly will include installation of all instrumentation and associated brack-

etry, except reactor instrumentation, as dictated by the design and installation 

procedures. The engine will be leak checked at appropriate times during the assem

bly. The operation of the pneumatically actuated valves and the prototype control 

drum actuator will be checked out. Electrical checks will be performed on all 

transducers and other electrical gear. The internal calibration wires will be 

installed in the reactor during assembly of the XECF, A log will be maintained of 

the difficulties encountered during the assembly, installation, and checkout oper

ations, including suggestions for remedial action. 

E, TEST STAND ADAPTER SHIPMENT AND INSTALLATION 

The TEiA will be shipped to NRDS and installed in ETS-1, and electrical 

continuity cheeks and leak checks will be made prior to installation of the XECF, 

in accordance with a separate test plan, 

F, ENGINE INSTALLATION IN ETS-1 

After the assembly and checkout of the XECF at the E-MAD Building are 

complete, the engine will be installed on the EIV and transported to the test stand. 

Installation of the XECF will be accomplished using the remote installation capabil

ities of the EIV and the procedures related thereto. These operations will have 

been previously verified utilizing the WEMU. 

22 
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Sufficient installation/removal tests will be conducted at I?rs-1 uti

lizing the WEMJ to perfect the techniques and to verify the proper mating of the 

interfaces. The XECF will be installed, checked out, and tested in a manner similar 

to that planned for XE-1. A leak check will be conducted to check out the remote 

interface fluid connections. Electrical continuity checks will be performed to 

check out the remote electrical connectors. 

G. PRE-TEST PREPARATION 

In order to ensure that the test setup is correct, various operations 

and tests must be performed to establish the engine and facility "readiness" fox 

XECF tests. 

Tests to be performed prior to installation of XECF into the stand will 

include" 

1, Facility fluid systems checkout. 

2. Facility instrumentation and control checkout. 

3- Checkout and operation of the NES system per Reference 2. 

h. Engine test compartment checkout. 

Other tests to be conducted after installation of XECF into the Test 

Stand will inclide: 

1. Instrumentation end-to-end cheefcout. 

2. Checkout of those portions of the ECS and TSCS utilized In XECF, 

3. Checkout of proper engine and facility valve sequencing and 

functioning. 
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k. Checkout of engine evacuation and purge system. 

5. Safety systems checkout. 

6. Data acquisition checkout. 

7. Conduct simulator runs of typical XECF tests as well as one sim

ulator run representing an XE-1 cold flow run including the TSCS 

neutronics system simulation. 

8. Conduct a dry run of the XECF tests. 

9. A prototype actuator will be installed in the vicinity of the XECF 

and will be connected to the engine controls and pneumatic system. 

This actuator will be provided with a load simulation device. The 

actuator will be operated to verify the adequacy of each of the 

control drum circuits, the pneumatic supply system and the associ

ated diagnostic instrumentation. 

10. Removal of the internal calibration wires in the same manner as 

planned for XE-1. 
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VI, TESTING 

A. PRE-TEST ANALYSIS 

Prior to conducting the XECF test program, an analysis of the proposed 

tests will be made utilizing a computer model of the engine configuration with the 

applicable ETS-1 components. This study will be used to provide pre-test predic

tions of the XECF startup characteristics and to determine the best mode of opera

tion for engine startup. This pre-test analysis will be based upon information 

obtained from the CFDTS and NRX/ESI test series. 

B. CONDUCT OF TEST 

Control Room procedures will be written for each experimental plan (EP) 

and will utilize the same basic format for all experiments. The procedures will be 

similar to the XE pre-power flow test and will further inclide normal and emergency 

cooldown runs that can be conducted within the constraints of the hardware and 

facility. This approach will provide training and experience for the Control Room 

operating team which will be applicable to XE testing as well as provide start-up 

information for XE-1. 

All flow tests will be conducted with the ETC sealed and the NES system 

operating and producing a compartment pressure of approximately 7.6 psia as effected 

by the secondary ejector system. 

C. TEST DESCRIPTION 

1. Series I - Chilldown and Start-up lests 

a. LH„ Line Chilldown 

During these tests the chilldown time of the LHp line will be 

established. With the propellant supply line at ambient temperature, LHp will be 

flowed through the run tank line down to the propellant shutoff valve (PSV) and oat 

through the propellant line vent valve until LH„ conditions exist at the PS\'„ Tee 
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line will be warmed to ambient and the process repeated for different tank pres

sures. This process will be repeated until a satisfactory and repeatable method of 

line chilldown has been established. 

b. Cooldown Line Chilldown 

A series of tests will be conducted to establish the best 

method for chilling the cooldown line. With the cooldown line at ambient temper

atures, LH^ will be introduced into the line and the cooldown vent valve will be 

opened to allow LHp flow down to the cooldown shutoff valve. This flow will be 

continued until liquid conditions exist just upstream of the cooldown valve. The 

cooldown line will be warmed to ambient conditions and the process repeated until 

a satisfactory and repeatable method of line chilldown has been established. 

c. Engine Startup Tests 

A minimum of four tests will be conducted which will verify 

the predicted results and provide a basis for the selection of the startup procedure 

for XE-1. These tests will be conducted under the following conditions: 

ETC Pressure at 
TPCV Position Test Start Test No. 

1 

2 

3 
\ 

Tank Pressure 

25 

35 

h^ 
60 

Pump 
at _T< 

Condition 
=st Start 

Dry 

Dry 

Dry 

Dry 

Pressure Loop XE-1* 
closed at test .̂ ™ , 
start and a pre
determined chamber XE-1 
pressure demanded. T^-\ 
(All tests) 

Prior to initiation of each test after Test No.l, the engine will be warmed up to 

approximately ambient temperature. Additional tests may be performed as necessary. 

•*XE-1 conditions at test start will be approximately 7.6 psia. 
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3. Series II - Engine Shutdown and Cooldown Tests 

Following the Series II Engine Startup Tests, a series of tests 

simulating normal and emergency engine cooldown methods will be performed. The pur

pose of these tests is to provide as much information on XE cooldown as can be 

obtained with the XECF. Use of the facility vent system to remove cooldown fluids 

from the engine system to extend the range of the cooldown studies will be evaluated 

once the facility vent system has been defined. 

a. Normal Cooldown Tests 

This test series will simulate the planned XE normal shutdown 

within the limits of the XECF. This will verify the proper valve sequencing and 

permit evaluation of the valve and system response times In these tests LHo, GHp, 

and LN„ will be introduced into the engine system. 

b. Emergency Cooldown Tests 

This test series will simulate an emergency shutdown of the 

engine system from intermediate or full power within the limits of the XECP. This 

will involve closing the TPCV and TBV followed by the introduction of IHp, GHe and 

LN^ into ohe pump discharge line via the engine cooldown line. 

^. Series III - Malfunction Tests 

A series of tests will be performed based upon the XE-1 engine 

system and ETS-1 facility malfunction analysis During these tests possible mul-

func tions during engine startup or shutdown will be simulated and the effects on the 

engine system will be studied. The tests to be conducted will be specified in the 

Test Specification. 
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5. Series IV - Final Startup 

On the basis of the test results from all of the previous test 

series and current analysis, the startup procedure for initial XE-1 testing will be 

established and verified by at least one test utilizing the XECP engine system. 

6. Series V -• Vibration Tests 

These tests will be performed with no flow. The engine will be 

excited at several locations by a low level sinusoidal force generated by a standard 

vibration shaker. The response of the entire engine and test stand will be measured 

by suitable accelerometer instrumentation. It is intended to determine all principal 

resonances, associated modal deflections, and magnification factors in the antic

ipated engine system vibration environment. 
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VII. POST-TEST OPERATIONS 

A. REMOVAL FROM ETS-1 

The XECF will be removed from the test stand by the remote removal pro

cedures planned for XE-1. It will then be re-installed and removed using the engine 

emergency release system. 

B. TRANSPORTATION FROM THE ETS-1 to E-MAD 

After removal from the test stand, engine and test stand dust covers 

will be remotely installed at the fluid and electrical interfaces to protect inter

nal portions of the engine and TSA. The XECF will then be returned to the E-MAD 

Building on the EIV, 

C. DISASSEMBLY AND DISPOSITION OF PARTS 

Prior to complete disassembly the XECF will be used to refine remote 

UTS replacement. During disassembly the XECF will be used to develop remote dis

assembly methods. 

The final level of disassembly and disposition of the hardware will 

be specified in the Test Specification. 

Since the UTS Module is being used as a spare for the XE-1, it will 

be removed from the XECF and installed on XE-1 to ensure compatibility xsf all 

mating components. It will then be removed from the XE-1 and held for back-up 

purposes. 
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, LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS 

CFDTS 

DAS 

ECS 

EIV 

E-MAD 

EST 

ETC 

ETS-1 

FCS 

LTS 

NES 

Pc 

PVAEA 

RADA 

TSCS 

Tc 

TPA 

TSA 

UTS 

WEMJ 

IE 

XECF 

Cold Flow Development Test System 

Data Acquisition System 

Engine Control System 

Engine Installation Vehicle 

Engine Maintenance Assembly, Disassembly 

Engine System Test 

Engine Test Compartment 

Engine Test Stand No. 1 

Facilities "̂ oi-trols System 

Lower Thrust Str̂ ĉture 

Nuclear Exhaust System 

Chamber Pressure 

Pressure Vessel and 'Reactor Assembly 

Remote A.sseFibly Design Aid 

Test Stand Control System 

Chamber Temperature 

Thrbopump A.ssembly 

Test Stand Adapter 

Upper Thrust Structure 

Weight and Envelope Mock-up 

Experimental Engine 

Experimental Engine Cold Flow 

For Valve Abbreviations^ see Figure 5» 
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IX„ REFERENCES 

B̂F 

Listed below are documents and drawings which are related to the XE'' 

configuration and its testing program. 

1. Documents 

Title 

ETS-1 Activation Specification 

ETS-1 NES Design Demonstration Test Prograi-

XE3F Final Assembly 

Design Specification - Engine, Pocket, 
Nuclear, XE 

XE^F Measurement Requirements List 

Operational Support Plan, XECF^ December 196̂  

X-Englne Performance Analysis, A.ugast I965 

XE-1 Engine Estimated Weight and Balatce 
Report, July I965 

I 

Ref. 
Ho. 

I 

2 

3 
k 

5 
6 

7 
8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

lU 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

Document No, 

RH-S-OI37 

1116235 

AGC Spec. 90016 

XECF/MRL 

PJI-S-0265 

R3:-S-02lt4 

RN-S-O23I 

RN-S-O25O 

PD-105^ 

AGC Standard 
lOOU 

AGC Report 
No. 2320 

Drawings 

L-709265 

1010058 

1116914 

89-71-R.100 
(AMF) 

936JIU6 (WANE) 

TNR-I76 (WANL) 

CFDIS Data Analysis CY I965 Year End Report, 
January I966 

XE-l/XECF Program Documentation 

Terminology, Symbols and A.bbrevlations for 
NERVA Nuclear Rocket Engines 

Instrumentation Data Book 

Master Layout XE-1 

Interface Control, XE-1 Eng'̂ ê to F"g " e 
""est Compartment ^ETS-l) 

Piping and Instrumentation Diagram ^E"F 

XECI Instrumentatior Mounti"g Kit Drâ .̂.rg 

XECF Basic Parts List 

Piping Diagram XECF 

Engine Installation Vehicle Assembly 

ND10102 Assembly Instrumented {Z'^DTS Pes "tor _ 

NEP/A. Program, NRX-Al Test, TTinal Report 
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